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All Web pages should be structured for ease of
comprehension. This includes putting items on the page in an order

that reflects their relative importance. Designers should place

important items consistently, usually toward the top and center of the

page. All items should be appropriately aligned on the pages. It is

usually a good idea to ensure that the pages show a moderate amount

of white space—too much can require considerable scrolling, while

too little may provide a display that looks too “busy.” It is also

important to ensure that page layout does not falsely convey the top

or bottom of the page, such that users stop scrolling prematurely. 

When a Web page contains prose text, choose appropriate line

lengths. Longer line lengths usually will elicit faster reading speed, but

users tend to prefer shorter line lengths. There also are important

decisions that need to be made regarding page length. Pages should

be long enough to adequately convey the information, but not so

long that excessive scrolling becomes a problem. If page content or

length dictates scrolling, but the page table of contents needs to be

accessible, then it is usually a good idea to use frames to keep the

table of contents readily accessible and visible in the left panel.
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Guideline: Make page-length decisions that
support the primary use of the Web page. 

Comments: In general, use shorter pages for homepages and navigation
pages, and pages that need to be quickly browsed and/or read online. Use
longer pages to (1) facilitate uninterrupted reading, especially on content
pages; (2) match the structure of a paper counterpart; (3) simplify page
maintenance (fewer Web page files to maintain); and, (4) make pages more
convenient to download and print.

Sources: Bernard, Baker and Fernandez, 2002; Evans, 1998; Lynch and
Horton, 2002.

Example: 
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A shorter page is used for
this homepage so that most
content is visible without
scrolling. 

The scroll bar on each
page is an indication of the
amount of information
hidden ‘below the fold.’

6:1 Set Appropriate Page Lengths

Strength of Evidence: 

Relative Importance:
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Guideline: Establish a high-to-low level of
importance for information and infuse this
approach throughout each page on the website. 

Comments: The page layout should help users find and use the most
important information. Important information should appear higher on the
page so users can locate it quickly. The least used information should appear
toward the bottom of the page. Information should be presented in the
order that is most useful to users.

Sources: Detweiler and Omanson, 1996; Evans, 1998; Kim and Yoo, 2000;
Marshall, Drapeau and DiSciullo, 2001; Nall, Koyani and Lafond, 2001;
Nielsen and Ta h i r, 2002; Nygren and Allard, 1996; Spyridakis, 2000.

Example: 
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Priority information and links appear in order based on
users’ needs. The order was determined by surveys, log
analyses, and interviews.

6:3 Establish Level of Importance

Strength of Evidence: 

Relative Importance:

Guideline: Use frames when certain functions must
remain visible on the screen as the user accesses
other information on the site. 

Comments: It works well to have the functional 
items in one frame and the items that are being
acted upon in another frame. This is sometimes referred to as a ‘simultaneous
menu’ because making changes in one frame causes the information to
change in another frame. Side-by-side frames seem to work best, with the
functions on the left and the information viewing area on the right.

Keep in mind that frames can be confusing to some users. More than three
frames on a page can be especially confusing to infrequent and occasional
users. Frames also pose problems when users attempt to print, and when
searching pages.

Sources: Ashworth and Hamilton, 1997; Bernard and Hull, 2002; Bernard, Hull
and Drake, 2001; Detweiler and Omanson, 1996; Kosslyn, 1994; Koyani, 2001a;
Lynch and Horton, 2002; Nielsen, 1996a; Nielsen, 1999b; Powers, et al., 1961;
Spool, et al., 1997.

Example: 
Multi-variable
charting
applications are
one example of
an acceptable
use of frames.
The map of the
United States
in the right
frame is
controlled by
the menu
selections in
the left frame.
As such, the
left frame
remains fixed
while the right
frame
regenerates
based upon the
user-defined
selections in the left frame. Such use of frames allows users to continually view the
menu selections, avoiding use of the Back button when changing selections and
eliminating the need for users to maintain this information in their working memory.
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6:2 Use Frames When Functions Must Remain Accessible

See page xxi 
for detailed descriptions

of the rating scales

Strength of Evidence: 

Relative Importance:
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Guideline: Put important, clickable items in the
same locations, and closer to the top of the page,
where their location can be better estimated. 

Comments: Users will try to anticipate where
common items will appear on their screen.
Experienced users will begin moving their mouse to the area of the target
before the eye detects the item. Users can anticipate the location of the top
items much better than those farther down the page.

Sources: Badre, 2002; Bernard, 2001; Bernard, 2002; Byrne, Anderson, et al.,
1 9 9 9 .

Example: 
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Important items—in this case primary navigation tabs—
are consistently placed at the top of each page. 

6:5 Place Important Items Consistently

Strength of Evidence: 

Relative Importance:Guideline: Put the most important items at the top
center of the Web page to facilitate users’ finding
the information.

Comments: Users generally look at the top center of
a page first, then look left, then right, and finally
begin systematically moving down the total Web page. All critical content and
navigation options should be toward the top of the page. Particularly on
navigation pages, most major choices should be visible with no or a minimum
of scrolling.

Sources: Byrne, Anderson, et al., 1999; Detweiler and Omanson, 1996; Faraday,
2000; Faraday, 2001; Lewenstein, et al., 2000; Mahajan and Shneiderman,
1997; Nielsen, 1996a; Nielsen, 1999b; Nielsen, 1999c; Spyridakis, 2000.

Example: 
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6:4 Place Important Items at Top Center

See page xxi 
for detailed descriptions

of the rating scales

Strength of Evidence: 

Relative Importance:

Eye-tracking studies indicate this is the area of the screen where
most new users first look when a website page loads.
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Guideline: Limit the amount of white space (areas
without text, graphics, etc.) on pages that are
used for scanning and searching. 

Comments: ’Density’ is the percentage of the screen filled with text and
graphics. One study found that higher density is related to faster scanning,
and has no impact on user accuracy or preference. Another study found that
users prefer moderate amounts of white space, but the amount of white
space has no impact on their searching performance. On content (i.e., text)
pages, use some white space to separate paragraphs. Too much separation
of items on Web pages may require users to scroll unnecessarily.

Sources: Chaparro and Bernard, 2001; Parush, Nadir and Shtub, 1998; Spool,
et al., 1997; Staggers, 1993; Tullis, 1984.

Example: 
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This page facilitates user ’s ability to scan for information by limiting
the amount of white space.

6:7 Use Moderate White Space

Strength of Evidence: 

Relative Importance:

Guideline: Structure pages so that items can be
easily compared when users must analyze those
items to discern similarities, differences, trends, and
relationships. 

Comments: Users should be able to compare two or more items without
having to remember one while going to another page or another place on the
same page to view a different item.

Sources: Spool, et al., 1997; Tullis, 1981; Williams, 2000.

Example: This page layout is structured to easily allow users to quickly
scan and compare data.
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6:6 Structure for Easy Comparison

See page xxi 
for detailed descriptions

of the rating scales

Strength of Evidence: 

Relative Importance:
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Guideline: If reading speed is most important, use
longer line lengths (75-100 characters per line). If
acceptance of the website is most important, use
shorter line lengths (fifty characters per line).

Comments: When designing, first determine if performance or preference is
most important. Users read faster when line lengths are long. However, they
tend to prefer shorter line lengths, even though reading shorter lines
generally slows overall reading speed. One study found that line lengths of
about twenty characters reliably slowed reading speed. 

When space for text display is limited, display a few longer lines of text
rather than many shorter lines of text. Always display continuous text in
columns containing at least fifty characters per line.

R e s e a rch done using a paper-based document found that medium line
length was read fastest. 

Sources: Duchnicky and Kolers, 1983; Dyson and Haselgrove, 2000; Dyson
and Haselgrove, 2001; Dyson and Kipping, 1998; Evans, 1998; Paterson and
Ti n k e r, 1940b; Rehe, 1979; Smith and Mosier, 1986; Tinker and Paterson,
1929; Tullis, 1988; Youngman and Scharff, 1999.

Example: 
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Formatting text into narrow columns with very short
line lengths will slow users’ reading speeds.

Formatting text
like this—roughly

100 characters
per line—elicits

faster reading
s p e e d s .

6:9 Choose Appropriate Line Lengths

Strength of Evidence: 

Relative Importance:

Guideline: Visually align page elements, either
vertically or horizontally.

Comments: Users prefer consistent alignments for items such as text blocks,
rows, columns, check boxes, radio buttons, data entry fields, etc. Use
consistent alignments across all Web pages.

Sources: Ausubel, 1968; Bailey, 1996; Esperet, 1996; Fowler, 1998; Lawless and
Kulikowich, 1996; Marcus, Smilonich and Thompson, 1995; Mayer, Dyck and
Cook, 1984; Parush, Nadir and Shtub, 1998; Spyridakis, 2000; Trollip and Sales,
1986; Voss, et al., 1986; Williams, 1994; Williams, 2000.

Example: The design of these list columns makes them extremely difficult to scan,
and thus will slow users’ attempts to find information.

These columns are
horizontally aligned,
allowing the
information to fall
easily to the eye.
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6:8 Align Items on a Page

See page xxi 
for detailed descriptions

of the rating scales

Strength of Evidence: 

Relative Importance:



Guideline: Ensure that the location of headings and
other page elements does not create the illusion
that users have reached the top or bottom of a 
page when they have not. 

Comments: In one study, three headings were positioned in the center of a
page below a section of introductory text—the headings were located about
one inch below the navigation tabs. When users scrolled up the page from the
bottom and encountered these headings, they tended to stop, thinking the
headings indicated the top of the page. 

Similarly, users have been found to not scroll to the true bottom of a page to
find a link because they encountered a block of text in a very small font size.
This small type led users to believe that they were at the true bottom of the
page. Other elements that may stop users’ scrolling include horizontal lines,
inappropriate placement of ‘widgets,’ and cessation of background color.

Sources: B a i l e y, Koyani and Nall, 2000; Ivory, Sinha and Hearst, 2000; Marshall,
Drapeau and DiSciullo, 2001; Nygren and Allard, 1996; Spool, Klee and
S c h r o e d e r, 2000; Spool, et al., 1997.

Example: 
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6:10 Avoid Scroll Stoppers

Strength of Evidence: 

Relative Importance:

The design and
location of this block of

graphics might
suggest to a new user
that this is the bottom
of the page, when the

scroll bar indicates
that it is not.

When scrolling up the page, the design of this header (bold, shadowed,
and bordered by bars) might suggest that the user has reached the top

of the page, when a quick look
at the scroll bar will indicate that
much of the page exists above
this section.


